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Sealing Above and Beyond
Tough, pliable Hexseal® and E
Seel® silicone rubber boots are
designed for the protection of
toggle switches, push button
switches, rocker switches and
rotary switches. They seal the
mounting hole for increased
protection from; wash downs, salt water, lubricants, cleaning
solvents, dust, dirt, grease and even the harshest environments.
Not just any solution to your situation, APM Hexseal provides
the best choice to seal the deal.

Request Boot
Samples

APM Hexseal has an ORing
Sealing Solutions for Any
Environment
APM Hexseal's patented, pre
assembled selfsealing screws and
fasteners provide both fastening
and sealing integrity in a single
unit. APM's unique design features a resilient silicone Oring
held captive in a precision asymmetrical groove under the
head. Ensure your equipment is safe secure and sealed by
checking out your options on our website.

Request Fasteners
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Torque Matters

Watch All Videos

The line of highpressure,
reusable, selfsealing fasteners
offered by APM Hesxeal includes
selfsealing screws, selfsealing
nuts, selfsealing bolts, selfsealing
rivets, and selfsealing washers,
all designed to seal in/out air,
water, lubricants and other liquid
or gaseous contaminants. This sealing hardware is available in
Imperial (inch) and metric sizes with various sealing material
and threadlocking options, most of which are UL Recognized
Components for Canada and the USA. Check out our website
for more info.

Look for next week's newsletter to learn more
about APM Hexseal's sealing solutions!

Download Literature
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